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CONCIERGE CASE STUDY

MEET JULI,
FROM DALLAS, TX
"After I retired from my job in 2017, my husband and I went without health insurance
due to Obamacare being way overpriced. Thankfully we’re both healthy and so we
only paid out-of-pocket a handful of times when we did have to go to the doctor. But
in late 2019, we called Mark at the Revolt Healthcare Alliance and he was able to get
myself, husband and son on a great plan. Our family plan costs about $640 per
month for all three of us but what we have received in return has far outweighed the
cost and has benefited us greatly.
For example, in 2020, I had to get my 3 year colonoscopy (my mother died of colon
cancer at 50, so I get them every 3 years now). My husband was due for his 5-year
colonoscopy, so we scheduled a "double date" to get our procedures. After a quick
call to Mark, he explained exactly what to do and guided us through the process,
what we should expect to pay and what money we would get BACK, after our
procedures. Yes, you read that correctly, we actually got money BACK after our
colonoscopies.
The cash price of each colonoscopy was $2000 which we paid because Mark said if
we paid cash instead of filing a claim we would actually get money back. It was hard
to believe but we trusted Mark and his agency and it all worked out the way he said
it would. After our procedures, we submitted our receipts and sure enough, within a
few short weeks, we not only received the $4,000 back that we paid for the
procedures, but we were also paid an additional $2,200 after the procedure because
it cost less than what our insurance benefit was.
I was actually paid for the "inconvenience " of having polyps removed, ensuring less
of a chance they would turn into cancer! That's a win-win in my opinion! I have
never been "paid" back anything after any type of procedure or doctor visit. So not
only do I recommend the insurance coverage, but also the great concierges service
Revolt Healthcare Alliance provides!
Each time we have any questions or issues, we call Mark or one of his associates
and are always taken care of quickly and professionally. After years of dealing with
all of those "big" insurance companies, we feel so blessed to have found this policy
and the Revolt Healthcare Alliance."
- Juli from Dallas, TX

HIGHLIGHTS
Juli called her concierge agent,
Mark, to schedule her procedure
appropriately, so that it would be
covered under her benefits.
Juli got her procedure done and paid
the cash price, like her concierge
agent had advised her.
A few weeks later, Juli was fully
reimbursed for her procedure AND
received and additional $2,200 cash
back, because the cash price of her
procedure was less than her benefit!
Thanks to her concierge agent, Juli
was able to get the healthcare she
needed, as well as the peace of mind
that her healthcare wouldn't break
the bank!

CONTACT US
AND LEARN HOW YOU CAN GET
HEALTHCARE CONCIERGE TOO!
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